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Chairman’s Chatter
It appears that our winter of discontent may have finally passed, and so let
us all hope that it’s going to be a glorious summer. Plenty of sun, and beer
gardens full of friends partaking of their favourite ales and ciders. I am sure
this is the dream we all share.
Monday 12th April will be the day that we are all to be let loose to visit our
local hostelries, providing of course that they have outdoor facilities. I am sure that many of us
will already have our running shoes ready by the front door in eager anticipation. Slightly
disappointing for those of you who will have to work that day - opening two days earlier on
Saturday 10th would have allowed the Sunday to get over your partying, but hey ho. For pubs
without the facility of a beer garden or outside space, then I’m afraid we have to wait a little
longer until Monday 17th May when pubs will once more be able to serve drinks indoors.
Meanwhile, your branch Committee is now starting to
discuss possible options for when we are able to resume our
programme of social activities - with visits to pubs, breweries
and hopefully this year a cider maker or two. Once things
have settled into something more like ‘normal’ we will be
announcing events on the branch website - so watch this
space. While Covid is going to continue being a thorn in our
side for the foreseeable future, I am confident that we will
still be able to enjoy ourselves, albeit in a socially responsible manner. I even hope to complete
my own personal quest which has been to visit every brewery in North Devon, with only 3 more
to go! Another thing we need to organise is our Annual Festive Lunch, usually held in January but
this year deferred for understandable reasons. Instead, plans are in hand for an Australian style
‘Christmas’ lunch sometime during the summer - although obviously there will be no lager
allowed!
March is usually when we hold our branch
AGM but this year we have permission from
CAMRA National Executive to defer until such
time as we can all meet face to face - the actual
date, time and venue are yet to be decided but
this will be announced just as soon as it has
been agreed, observing the minimum statutory
28 days notice. As to our regular Committee
meetings, like many others we have been
obliged to resort to Zoom but fortunately the
costs have been met by the National Executive.
Now for something completely different. The Earl of Portsmouth at Chawleigh is for sale. This
pub brings back very fond memories for me and my wife as this was where we did our courting,
way back in the day when the pub was known as the Portsmouth Inn. It is also the reason why I
was a few minutes (!) late for my wedding - who could have foreseen that our game of darts
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would have gone to 3 legs? But on a serious note, please read the article elsewhere in this
edition of Beer Tiz which explains what the local community is doing to raise funds to purchase
the pub and ensure its future, and what you can do to support their efforts.
To conclude - in these uncertain times please remember the 3 S’s
Support your Local Pub
Support you Local Brewery
Stay Safe

Chairman Snuffy (aka Steve Lock)
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CAMRA’s 50th Birthday Celebrations
Well, this is the year that CAMRA celebrates 50 years in existence. It is
unfortunate that we are unable, at this point in time anyway, to celebrate in
a manner that we would all wish to. Hopefully this will be short lived and
that the summer months will soon bring us the opportunity to do so.
We have come a long way from our roots, founded by four passionate
young men from the North-West back in 1971. Today CAMRA campaigns for
real ale, real pubs and consumer rights – Pubs, Pints & People. Despite the
past year being one of the hardest on record, more than ever we now want to celebrate the hard
work and dedication of our industry during our anniversary year.
Over 50 years of campaigning, CAMRA has made its mark in
the industry and in the halls of Westminster. Over the next
few months, we will be sharing 50 of our campaigning
highlights with you, marking a half century of milestones.
Every month, you can read about ten of our campaigns,
featuring insight and memories from the committed
campaigners involved. Go to the CAMRA web site here for all
activities, campaigns and items relating to our anniversary https://camra.org.uk/50-years/
Being restricted in the live events that we can organise this
year, CAMRA have laid on a couple of exclusive items in the
CAMRA Shop. One such item is the Good Beer Box.
CAMRA asked the UK’s leading beer experts to choose their
favourite beers and, from the hundreds of nominations, have
now curated a box of the most popular beers. With one for
each of CAMRA’s newly updated category styles - there’s sure
to be something for everyone’s taste.
The first anniversary box will showcase 11 beers, plus a limited edition 50th anniversary tasting
glass. You will be able to pre-order CAMRA’s Good Beer Box from 31 March via the CAMRA
shop, with deliveries from 10 May. Visit our website for more information about the experts we
consulted and the beers we chose.
Also, you can visit the CAMRA Shop to see the selection of
clothing and merchandise to help celebrate the 50th
Anniversary.
We thank you for your continued support over the last 50
years. To all our members old and new, your membership
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enables us to protect pubs and breweries and in these challenging times is more important to
the Campaign than ever before.

Alan Edgecombe
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Earl of Portsmouth.
So there you are, quietly contemplating the opening up of your local and getting
back to those times when you enjoyed a pint and some good conversation with
your friends and visitors alike. Then, out of the blue, you hear a rumour that
maybe the pub will not be re-opening and that the owner has decided that more
money could be made by converting it into a residential property and then
selling it! What now? What can be done to counter the threat of losing of village
asset that most of the community enjoy?
Well, if you were anything like the residents of Chawleigh, you contact your local CAMRA branch
and ask just that question. It was over a year ago when we first had a conversation such as this
with a couple of passionate villagers who were concerned that their village was about to be left
with no pub at all. One of the village pubs, The Earl of Portsmouth (EoP), had by then been
closed for over a year, despite the attempts by
a succession of landlords to make a success of
it. The remaining Pub in the village, The Royal
Oak had also voiced concerns over their future
and so the situation was looking bleak.
Initial conversations were had with two
residents, Allan Worden and David Flavin,
about what processes could they might utilise
to try and keep the already closed EoP pub
from being converted for Residential purposes.
Fortunately, CAMRA has a great deal of
experience and information on the subject, and was able to provide clear explanations about the
processes involved in keeping a pub safe from having a ‘Change of Use’ planning application
approved.
The first and most important thing to ascertain is just what do the village feel about losing a
valuable asset. If there is no appetite within the community to save a pub then you really can be
on a hiding to nothing. Once it becomes known that your local is going through a planning
application to remove it, see how many objections can be
lodged on the Council’s planning site. If you can ascertain that
there is a groundswell of opposition to this change, then as a
first step you need to get the pub classified as an ‘Asset of
Community Value’ (ACV). All that is required to achieve this is
to get 21 similarly minded residents signed up to object to the
change of use and along with any other objections to the
change lodges with the Council, this should allow a successful
application to be made.
Having an ACV is the first formal step in legally protecting the
pub from a change of use being approved. This allows the
local community to come together and form a committee to
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move forward in their efforts to save the pub. There is much more to do from this point but it
does put a 6 month moratorium on the owner being allowed to move forward with any plans to
dispense with the pub altogether.
One particular area of concern with losing a vital community asset such as a pub, is that of
mental well being, which, in these Covid-19 days, is an area of concern for many individuals.
With many of us being cooped up in our homes and particularly those who live alone, a visit to
the pub has always been something to look forward to enabling us to meet our friends and enjoy
conversation. The removal of this facility may well lead to even further isolation for those
individuals and place a further burden on an already overstretched health service. Consequently
more councils are viewing this aspect of a pub as being a focus of the community as an
important item when they come to planning applications. It cannot be ignored.
Identifying appropriate individuals within the community to handle the various aspects of what is
required next is important. People with skills in finance, planning, marketing etc. are a
tremendous asset, but not always essential. There are organisations such as the Plunkett
Foundation that will give great advice to help communities move forward in their venture and in
some circumstances give limited financial help. It is important that care is taken in getting this
advice and putting into action the various processes that are needed if you are serious about
taking over the pub for the community.
Raising capital is always a sticky point. Invariably the owner of
the pub will want a lot more money for it than it is worth and
sometimes the price being asked is diametrically opposed to
their comments about the pub’s viability. In some instances an
owner will even try and run down the business to show to the
planning committee that it is just not a viable business, hoping
they will agree and grant the Change of Use application.
However, CAMRA is aware of this ploy and has various ways to
show how untrue this is.
There are some legal hoops to jump through in raising capital
and it is important that this process in particular is handled by
someone with legal and /or accounting experience. This may
be a member of the community or it could be someone
outside of the community that will carry out this task on a fee
basis. Whichever method is used, the aim is to raise sufficient
capital to allow the community to purchase the pub, carry out any relevant repairs and ensure
there is some cash available for re-stocking the pub as well as paying any outstanding taxes such
as council tax, etc.
In the case of the Earl of Portsmouth, their committee has been
very successful over this past year in meeting all the
requirements laid down and are now in their final stages of
raising capital through the sale of shares in the pub. Getting to
this stage has meant many meetings, normally over Zoom as
well as the input from both CAMRA’s HQ resident Pub
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Protection officer, Paul Ainsworth, but also from chairmen of other community led pubs that
have already been through the process successfully.
It is interesting to note of all the pubs that are currently run by their communities, not one has
failed. True, some have been purchased by other pub chains and have continued to be
successful, but most continue to be managed by their own community. One of the most
important aspects of running a community led pub is to ensure that the right tenant is employed.
You can throw as much money as you like at a pub but unless you have the right publican to run
it for you - one who holds a similar view to the committee and the village about what is best, it
will fail. This is just another example of where someone trained and with a professional
background should be used to help recruit the right person for the job.
It is probably too early yet to see how the Government’s policy of helping communities save their
local pubs when threatened with closure gets implemented. The EoP certainly falls into the
category of an asset that is valuable to the community and we would hope that their campaign
will be successful in taking advantage of what help is on offer.
Now this is where you come in!
For CAMRA and non-CAMRA members alike, there is now an opportunity to be part owner in a
pub! Shares in the EoP are currently being offered at £100 a share up to a maximum of £30,000.
However, due to the way in which the share offer has to be made, the owner of a £100 share and
a £30,000 share investment only has ONE vote in any decision making.
The Save the Earl of Portsmouth’s campaign is in full swing and can be found at
https://www.savetheearl.org.uk/. Please look at their web site and Facebook page to see how a
community is coming together to save a valuable asset.
Buy some shares either for yourself or a member of your family. You don’t have to be part of the
village community, but being a part of the CAMRA community will help us all keep those
institutions that are uniquely British and unmatched anywhere else in the world.

Alan Edgecombe
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Cider from Honey Wood Orchard
The branch was recently contacted by a local cider maker who asked if we
could promote their Cider as they have currently lost all of their pub trade
due to Covid.
Honey Wood Orchard is a small family run business, come life style choice. It
was thought up, created, developed and is run by Chris & Anne Tattersall along with their two
sons Connàl and Declan.
They produce craft cider, made traditionally using natural yeast
and being left to ferment for six months
The name Honey Wood comes from the medieval name for
Huntshaw, and the orchard is situated on the edge of Huntshaw
Wood.
Their aim is to produce single and mixed variety apple juice and
cider from non sprayed trees. They have over 400 trees and 65 different varieties.
The majority of trees are planted in the old traditional manner as standards (Big Trees), which for
this sized orchard is very unusual these days. By planting standards, the time before the trees
start to produce a crop is extended, but these trees should last for at least 120 years.

Things are progressing well at the orchard, and Honey Wood will be installing a new press this
summer, which will be more efficient and easier to use. They are keeping the old press for
displays.
Honey Wood give free mini tours of the orchard
along with samples of produce, when they are
open. Normal opening times are Friday and Saturday
10.30 am to 4.30 pm and Sunday from Easter to
November 10.30 am to 1.00 pm. Obviously, these
have not been possible during the current Covid
restrictions but they are open for off sales. They also
now sell their Sunshine and the Honey Wood Haze
cider in bottles.
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The website is www.honeywoodorchard.co.uk. Address is Honey Wood Orchard, Huntshaw Mill,
Great Torrington, EX38 7HD. They are pinpointed on Google Maps as the Sat nav takes you to
about 1/2 a mile away.
If there are any other cider-makers out there, who would like a bit of promotion, please do not
hesitate to get in touch.
Richard Squire (Branch Cider Rep)
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King of Them All?
Like myself, over the years I am sure that you will have met one or two
eccentric landlords. But I believe the king of them all has to be Steve
Cotton, landlord of the famous Poltimore Arms at Yarde Down, near
Brayford in North Devon.
The pub nestles on the very edge of Exmoor, and some may say that this is perhaps the best
place for such an unconventional host? Known for being a bit grumpy at times, especially if
you’re in a hurry for beer or food, he whiles away his time in the company of his ‘business
adviser, Frederick Albert Hitler, a large ginger tom cat with a passion for aggravating any dog that
dares to enter into the pub. Oh, and there is also a poltergeist in the form of a stoat, who actually
lives in the bar but as it likes to continuously move position is quite difficult to pin down!
In the past customers have been known to arrive by helicopter, horse, bicycle, and most other
forms of transport. There is no class distinction with Steve, paupers and princes - he treats them
all with the same unique manner. They may even have to serve themselves if he is in a certain
frame of mind!
Never one for the quiet life, Steve is always on
the look out for something to add that little bit
of extra spice to life. In the last General
Election, for example he stood as in
independent candidate for the North Devon
constituency, although unfortunately for the
country he failed to get elected on that
occasion. But he did poll the highest amount of
votes for any independent candidate in Britain.
Was he disappointed? Not really, on the
election papers, which were delivered to every
house in North Devon, was his home address.
The Poltimore Arms, Yarde Down. Eccentric or
Genius? I will let you decide.
Then last summer, he announced the opening
of Exmoor’s first international airport in the
field behind the pub. Weekend flights were
available in a 3-axis microlight aircraft piloted
by Dave Karniewicz. Opening the airport did
fall foul of the Exmoor planning rules, resulting
in the Exmoor National Park authority ‘tongue
in cheek’ inviting Steve to submit his retrospective planning application.
Steve is officially registered as blind and is not allowed to drive. So that he could visit local shops
he naturally acquired a horse (he now owns two). He then discussed with two local town
councillors the need for more facilities for horse riders, including the possibility of a hitching rail
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being positioned in South Molton square, pointing out that there are many horses and riders in
the area and it is surely the greenest form of travel? He was advised to put his request through
the normal channels!
On his rides he tends to wear a tricorn hat, making
him look not unlike Tom Faggus, the legendary
Exmoor Highwayman. So, if you are ever travelling
across Exmoor and the light is starting to fade, then
beware of a horse and rider, if the rider is wearing a
tricorn hat. It could be the ghost of Tom Faggus or,
more likely, just Steve Cotton trying to find his way
back to the Poltimore Arms.
A man of many talents, Steve has now branched out into the movie business, making short, light
hearted, films alongside his business adviser, Fred, and his long suffering barmaid Claire. Several
unsuspecting members of the public have also been known to feature in these humorous films,
which can be seen on Facebook and You Tube, are already rumoured to be attracting
international acclaim from as far away as Okehampton and even Exeter.
The plot lines cover remakes of some of the classics, with
titles including Gladiator and Armapubbon where Claire,
the leading lady utters those memorable words
‘Somebody call 911.’ Meanwhile, with the Exmoor flag
hanging over America, Steve and Fred fly into space to
save the day. There are also Fairy Tales, including my
favourite entitled Big Puss.
His most recent offering is a remake of the R. D.
Blackmore classic, Lorna Doone, although unlike some
previous versions, Steve’s was shot entirely on Exmoor.
Steve’s short films have also dealt with some more serious
themes however, albeit in a satirical way, such as, How to
Woo a Woman; Attenborough meets Exmoor; and the
highly acclaimed, Syrian Conflict, the latter is surely a must
for budding diplomats.
Not shy of touching on domestic politics either, several of Steve’s films have been made for the
benefit of Boris Johnson and others in Parliament, his most recent work being a plug for the reopening of pubs at 11.00 am on Monday 12th April. It features the toilets and en-suite facilities
available in the fields all around the Poltimore Arms. Such natural social distancing must surely
demonstrate to customers just how the pub has to be one of the safest to visit anywhere in the
country?
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Oh, and did I mention there is no mains electricity at the Poltimore Arms? Candles and a log
burner supply both light and heat, and the landlord has no car, so adding to the pub’s claim to be
possibly the greenest pub in Britain.
So how does one man find time to do all these things I hear you ask?
There’s only one answer - get on over to Yarde Down and find out for
yourself. Steve, Fred and Claire are sure to offer you a warm welcome
(and the beer is always pretty good too)!!!
STOP PRESS: I have just been informed that Steve is now going to stand
as an independent candidate in the forthcoming County Council
elections in May. I’m sure we wish him well and remember, you read it
here first in Beer Tiz, the CAMRA magazine that’s got is thumb well and
truly on the pulse of North Devon.

Steve (aka Snuffy) Lock
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Good Beer Guide Nominations 2022
As we are all aware, 2020 was definitely not the best of times for the hospitality
business and this has had some knock-on consequences for what CAMRA
normally do as an organisation and as a branch.
Membership numbers have understandably dipped a little as people take
cognisance of their financial stability but also the lack of pubs being accessible
has obviously had a big impact. Those pubs that were able to provide takeaways within their
communities have at least had some form of financial lifeline through the income that produced,
but obviously nowhere near the turnover and income they would normally expect to achieve.
CAMRA too have taken a financial hit, being unable to run any sort of events for over 12 months,
including of course the Great British Beer Festival. These are important events for CAMRA as not
only do they raise funds through admission charges and sale of real ale, but they are also
important in attracting new membership and converting those non-real ale drinkers to the nectar
we all love.
For the sake of clarity, the way in which in a normal year we seek nominations and select those
pubs that eventually end up in the guide are stated below:
1. Call for pubs to be nominated in November.
2. Assign members with surveying knowledge to nominated pubs in
December.
3. Carry out two surveys between December and February using
criteria set down by CAMRA nationally.
4. Compile the list of pubs with the 27 highest scores (plus the next
two as reserves to be used in the event of any withdrawals).
5. If there are any scores that look ‘strange’ or inconsistent, then
survey a third time.
6. Submit final list of 27 entries and 2 reserves to CAMRA in April.
7. Receive proofs for the guide in July, make any corrections as
necessary, return final proof in August.
8. Print and publish the new Good Beer Guide in early September
This brings me to the Good Beer Guide for 2022. With the lockdown dominating just about the
whole of 2020 and much of 2021, then effectively people have not had the same opportunities
to visit pubs and get a true idea as to who should be nominated for entry into next year’s Good
Beer Guide - certainly not based on the (above) schedule which we have worked to in the past.
Consequently, the timetable of dates has had to be revised for this year only and so we are now
working to a reduced timeframe, but one which we hope will still allow our members time to get
out and give us their nominations. This timeframe is as follows:
1. Call for nominations by end of May
2. Assign members to survey nominated pubs by early June
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3. Complete surveying by end of July
4. Compile list of 27 pubs with the highest scores (plus 2 reserves)
5. Receive proofs during August with final proofing by end of August
6. Send data to publishers by middle of September with the Good Beer Guide 2022 being printed
and launched for sale in October 2021.
I am sure you will agree that the time scale is tight as not all pubs will
be opening on the 12th April and so may hinder people in putting
forward nominations until later in May when all pubs should hopefully
be open. However, we would urge you to nominate your favourite pub
as soon as you feel confident in doing so.
From our records it does appear that the majority of pubs may not be opening until May as only
those with outside seating can open in April. Although we are asking for nominations by end of
May, we will be quite happy have a pub nominated that will only re-open in June providing we
can survey it by the end of July.
Also just to clarify how and by whom the surveying is done. All pubs have assigned to them a
Pubs Officer whose role is effectively to act as a liaison between the Pub and North Devon
CAMRA throughout the year. With over 250 pubs in our area we need at least 10 people for this.
When it comes to surveying for the GBG, this is always carried out by people who do not
normally act as a Pubs Officer for the surveyed pub. This is done to ensure there is no favouritism
and that all nominations are treated equitably, with scoring done according to objective CAMRA
criteria.
We do also normally take into account the National
Beer Scoring System although for this year’s
nominations we shall ignore it as there will not have
been sufficient scoring done over the previous 12
months to make it relevant. In the future we shall be
running an article on the Scoring System and how it can
and should be used to help identify those pubs that are
routinely serving excellent ale and cider. Being a
national on-line system it also means that North Devon members visiting pubs outside of our
area help other branches decide on their good pubs, and vice versa.
The overriding factor in all this is to ensure that the Good Beer Guide highlights those pubs who
have achieved excellence and thereby to help customers find a great pint of ale wherever they
may be. CAMRA views the Good Beer Guide as the de facto standard for pubs and gaining entry
to it is quite rightly viewed as most prestigious by publicans and customers alike.

Alan Edgecombe (Branch Pubs Officer Co-ordinator)
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Covid Passport – Good or Bad?
There has been a lot of talk recently regarding whether the implementation of a
Covid Passport type of document should be issued to those that have had their
vaccinations, have caught and fought off Covid or who have had negative Covid
tests. There has been speculation that these could be used as a means of entry
or refusal to various places including hospitality venues.
Many voices have expressed horror (my words) at the thought of needing to have something that
shows you are Covid free or that you have had the vaccination, as it could be argued that this
would be place limits on our freedom and even worse, could result in a form of virtual apartheid!
The opposite point of view argues that even when pubs are eventually reopened, there will be
many people who will still not be confident enough in accessing public space, so how do we
make those people more comfortable and confident in going to places where spreading of Covid
may take place, bearing in mind that you may have the virus but have no symptoms whatsoever?
From my own personal point of view, I would feel a lot more comfortable knowing that the
people I was drinking with had shown they were virus free or had the vaccination. True, from a
publican’s point of view the situation is slightly different, but arguably he can have the law on his
side if he decides to make this a requirement of entry.
The pub is the Landlord’s house. Providing he is not
showing any discrimination based on race, religion,
sex, etc., he can dictate who is and who is not
welcome in his ‘house’. For instance if you assaulted a
member of staff either physically or verbally, the
Landlord is within his rights to throw you out and bar
you from his ‘house’. The same is true if the offending
person did it to another customer.
Let’s look at the irresponsibility of those people who just recently went out and trashed a
number of parks because the weather was good. Most were going around without a thought as
to social distancing or the wearing of masks. Many appeared to be younger people, but these are
likely to be exactly the sorts who will be wanting access to the pubs when they open, and no
doubt many of the same people are now objecting to some sort of passport.
It is perhaps not so surprising to see that as the older generation have complied with the
Government measures designed to reduce the spread of the virus, and as the vaccination
programme is now beginning to take effect, that the younger generation are finding themselves
more susceptible to catching the virus. Yet it is often these younger people who do not wish to
have a ‘passport’ as to do so would curtail their enjoyment. But what about us, the ones who do
wear masks, wash hands and distance socially in a responsible manner? Do we not also deserve
to have our freedom protected and not put at risk due to the behaviour of a minority of
irresponsible idiots passing us the virus?
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Herd immunity is something that we are trying to achieve by vaccinating enough of us to ensure
the virus has nowhere to run to. Unfortunately we also have on occasion seen a herd idiocy
amongst some of our younger age groups who feel they are immune and nothing can hurt them.
To be fair, in my youth I am sure I also felt that way, but today we are talking about a virus that
has already killed far too many people, is easily spread and yet still appears to be treated with
contempt by some. Even worse are the Covid
deniers believing this is all a Government hoax
to somehow keep a track of us all.
Maybe what is needed is some sort of legal way
of doing this, but don’t ask me how to enforce
it. During the Aids crisis, people who had Aids
and deliberately infected others without telling
them were charged and brought to trial. It may
have been easier to identify the person
spreading the disease then but essentially this is not so very different. A lethal virus being
deliberately spread by individuals and infecting people who may or may not survive. Should they
not be held accountable bearing in mind there is an easy way to dramatically reduce that risk,
and is prevention not always better than cure?
So, I come back to my question I raised at the beginning. Should we have a means of identifying
those people you would feel secure having a pint with in a pub? My own personal view is that I
would be far happier knowing that other individuals are in a similar position to me and that there
is a greatly reduced risk of any of us in that pub either giving or catching Covid.
Others will think otherwise but before you make your mind up, talk to those people who have
lost loved ones to this virus. Put yourself in their shoes and if you have the opportunity to talk to
a nurse on a Covid ward, do so and get their views too. I have had my first jab and I’m now
waiting for my second but even so, I still practice social distancing, washing my hands and
wearing a mask so you should be happy to share a pint with me next to you in a pub. Cheers!

Alan Edgecombe
(The above are the author’s personal views and do not necessarily represent
those of CAMRA)
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Joining CAMRA for the ‘wrong’ reasons !!
PART 2
In part 1 of my article, readers were told how my CAMRA journey first
developed; my initial decision to join CAMRA being based on a
somewhat tight-fisted and penny-pinching approach to life (I am a
Yorkshireman remember !) but I soon decided to become a little more
active in CAMRA, and participation in branch meetings and local
events has opened up and developed a whole raft of great experiences and ongoing interests,
not to mention meeting a great bunch of people.
My taste for Real Ale has developed beyond all recognition; in part this has been thanks to the
Real Ale tasting sessions that local CAMRA branches regularly organise - often held in smaller
independent breweries or brewery taps - these were a true revelation to me, and something I
can highly recommend as they help develop an understanding and appreciation for the many
different styles of Real Ale and how these are judged and categorised by CAMRA. Where for
many years I simply stuck to one or maybe two styles of ale, I now no longer have a preferred
style but rather am able to appreciate them all.
This developing knowledge of Real Ale has been just the
tip of the iceberg; discussion with
fellow branch members has piqued my interest in various
other ale-related matters, and I’ve
now started to dip my toe (thankfully not literally) in
understanding the brewing process.
Through visiting local small volume breweries, typically
more than happy to have a chin wag
about how things all work, or by chatting to publicans and
those who have worked in the wider hospitality industry, I’ve now begun to develop a better
understanding of this country’s Real Ale and cider ‘machine’ and the wider political, social and
economic issues involved, not least the crucial role our hospitality industry plays in the culture
and economy of the UK. I’m discovering just how important the ‘local’ pub can be and the
invaluable role that small independent breweries play in the communities they serve.
Having relocated to Barnstaple in late 2019, it was February 2020 when my wife Ceri and I went
to our first North Devon CAMRA branch meeting. This was a well attended event and the
members were most welcoming, we soon discovered what a great and sociable bunch they all
are. The ale was excellent as was the food - so whether you are new to the area or not, CAMRA is
a great way to meet new friends, and I can highly recommend attending your local branch
meetings; typically held every month, details of the next meeting can be found at
https://northdevon.camra.org.uk/.
Having taken a relatively passive role in my previous CAMRA branch, I decided it was time to
become a little more active, on the basis that with any organisation, one only gets out what one
puts in. So, at the very next branch meeting in March 2020 I took the plunge.
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‘Never volunteer’ they tell you in the army, but unfortunately never having been in the Army I
knew no better. At my offer of assistance, I wouldn’t say my arm was actually ripped off, but it
certainly hurt for a few days afterwards! Whilst there is a vicious rumour circulating that it was
‘under duress’ that I agreed to take on the role of Public
Transport Officer for the branch, I can hereby set the record
straight and confirm that I was in fact simply ‘under the
influence’ - in this case of a particularly fine oatmeal stout.
So, there I was back in March, living in beautiful North
Devon, looking forward to the rest of
2020 and to my involvement with North Devon CAMRA.
Both myself and Ceri were
genuinely excited at the prospect of discovering great new
pubs and breweries, enjoying the
wealth of local beer festivals, exploring some of the
numerous train or bus “Ale Trails” and generally getting
involved in branch activities in support of the Campaign.
Alas, just a few short weeks later the world was thrown into pandemic mayhem as lockdown
gripped the UK, and pretty much all planned events and activities were put on hold indefinitely.
My last local branch meeting seems but a distant memory. What a strange and cruel time we’ve
had since March 2020, with the pandemic inevitably affecting us all - some poor souls terribly of
course. In the economic sense, the UK hospitality and brewing industry has been hit especially
hard. Whilst there has been relatively little I could personally do to help, I have done what I can
to support local breweries by buying my ale direct from them, although in truth most have still
struggled since the pubs they supply have either been completely closed or selling much reduced
volumes of ale as “takeaways”. Having been canvassed by CAMRA through their regular branch
email communications, I have written to my local MP requesting they get behind the campaigns
to reduce Beer Tax and also providing tax breaks for smaller breweries, etc. I did in fact receive a
reply from my MP saying that she would indeed be backing such incentives. I would urge anyone
reading this to consider writing to their own MP to suggest similar action.
On a somewhat lighter note; being a keen home cook (note my use of the word “keen” rather
than – for example – the word “good”) I will typically have a glass of ale to hand whilst cooking;
however in recent months I’ve started to dabble with actually using a Real Ale in my dishes.
Whilst there are plenty of “boozy” recipes out there in books and on the WWW, these often
incorporate generic lagers, wines and spirits, and I’ve found there are not so many that
specifically incorporate Real Ale. I’ve enjoyed experimenting and trying to develop my own take
on these recipes, and in recent months it has become somewhat of a minor mission of mine. I
now have several tasty and interesting recipes (it must be true; the wife says so !) incorporating
Real Ale and cider that I hope to share with Beer Tiz readers in future issues - watch this space !
Talking of cider; having relocated to North Devon, it was perhaps
inevitable that I would stumble (occasionally quite literally) across Real
Cider and feel compelled to sample it. In the past my entire knowledge
and preconceptions of cider were based on an occasional dalliance
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with the generic mainstream brands that have been around in UK city centre pubs for decades; in
the interests of fairness (and avoiding legal action) I won’t be specific about the cider brands I
tried before moving to North Devon, but let’s just say that one was named after a handsome
little bird that pecks at trees, and the other a medieval weapon that fires a bolt. Having more
recently sampled several North Devon real ciders and just the one perry I can say without
hesitation that they are incredible! So much more taste, depth and flavour and vastly more
interesting than the mainstream mass-produced keg ciders; so many different styles and
strengths, and on a hot summers day a crisp glass of real cider absolutely hits the spot like
nothing else. My Real Cider journey is very much in its infancy, but I look forward to developing
this in the coming months and years. A visit to a local cider producer would make for a cracking
day out; I must have a word with our local branch cider representative . . . .
Whilst sat making my last tweaks before submitting this article to our illustrious Beer Tiz editor,
the UK is progressing along the roadmap out of COVID-19 restrictions and hopefully getting back
to somewhere approaching normality; in a matter of weeks - all things being equal - pub doors
will be opening once again. I’ll drink to that. Let’s keep everything crossed. Cheers.

Mike Fletcher
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Pubs Under Threat of Closure.
In previous articles I have mentioned that there are unscrupulous owners of
pubs that are taking advantage of the Covid-19 pandemic by trying to force
closure of them prior to re-opening dates. Various excuses are made by these
owners, but the most common is one of ‘the business is not viable’.
What tends to happen in these instances is that the owner, who may not be the
publican, deliberately runs the business down using various methods. These include, but are not
limited to, serving food that is not up to scratch after being known for its quality, reducing the
number of beers available and also ensuring the quality of that beer is not good. Those are two
that would instantly knock down a pubs’ reputation.
The next are a bit more subtle. Being rude to your customers does take some doing, but it is very
effective in driving away customers. Also banning customers due to some small infraction will be
sure to raise hackles in a small village community. All of these have an effect in showing that the
business is not viable due to fewer customers which some planning authorities will take as gospel
and allow a closure and ‘change of use’ application to be passed.
Currently there are a couple of pubs in the North Devon area that we
are aware of where these sort of practices have been exercised.
Objections to such ‘Change of Use’ applications are very important and
Councils do have to take into account the value that such a pub can
offer to the community.
There are also cases where the selling price is far above market rates compared to similar
properties in the area that are currently for sale. This is where, in some cases, fantasy meets
reality. The fantasy is the price being asked for a ‘non viable’ pub where reality is the market rate.
This is not to say that there won’t be a further attempt in the future to restart any application,
but we, as North Devon CAMRA, will help to ensure that all legal aspects of keeping a pub in a
village are followed, providing the community itself is prepared to follow through to keep the
asset viable.
Recently there has been a case, not in North Devon, where a
pub has been shut but the owners continued to live in the
accommodation attached to the pub. The only residential use
of the building that can lawfully take place is a residential use
ancillary to the settled planning use, which, until any change of
use is permitted, remains that of a pub. So, if the pub use stops
for any significant length of time, the entitlement to live in any
part of it stops as well.
When a pub closes and all the indications are that the owner has no intention of re-opening it
but residential use continues, please alert the Council planning department and ask them to
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confirm their agreement that such use in the longer term would be unauthorised and that they
would take enforcement action against it. You will then need to keep an eye on the situation and,
if necessary, nudge the Council if the housing use carries on.
We, as North Devon CAMRA, are happy to get involved with any community where access to a
vital facility is threatened. Our involvement cannot be one of actually advising on any legalities
but we do have a plethora of information available to individuals and communities that will help
in opposing planning applications.
Fortunately, the government has recognised the value that a village local has in the community
and has made it relatively easy to keep that facility open for the good of the community. It does,
however, rely on that community to want the amenity in the first place but if it does we will help
you to keep it there.
If your community is threatened with any pub closure, please contact Alan Edgecombe, North
Devon CAMRA Pubs Protection Officer at Pub.Protection@northdevon.camra.org.uk.
Hopefully North Devon will not lose too many pubs once the impact of Covid-19 has taken its toll
but we are here to help you protect those that can be saved.

Alan Edgecombe – Pubs Protection Officer
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Treasurer’s Report
At the end of November 2020, nationally CAMRA
reported a turnover of £5.6m, less than half that in
2019, which has impacted CAMRA’s income significantly,
losing one of its income streams, as well as the ability of
our members to physically meet and enjoy the social
benefits of good company with real ale and cider.
Within North Devon branch, the year since our AGM (March 2020) has been very quiet. The only
financial activity for the branch has been the purchase of the new 2021 Good Beer Guides and
their subsequent resale to members and local pubs. However, the branch’s bank balance remains
in a healthy position.

Andrew Austen, Branch Treasurer
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Spring Witterings
Here we are still in lockdown. It’s beginning to
feel ‘normal’! I didn’t think I would be able to
find anything to witter on about this time, but of
course I can. Imagine my dismay when the pubs
had to close. I rely on my local for regular pints
and regular chat. My last pub social was
Christmas Eve carols out in the pub garden. It
was a magical event and left me with such
wonderful memories. But what would life be like
following this? Well, Wonderwoman to the
rescue. Wonderpublicans Carolyn and Woody
actually. My local has provided fortnightly quiz
evenings on Facebook so we have been able to
keep in touch with friends and family from all
over the world. Also wonderful food delivered to
the door 4 nights of the week, so our Friday
night pub food indulgence has been maintained. What about the real ale you ask? Delivered to
my door every night by a delightful friend (minus her ‘super’ cape!)
This has had an interesting knock-on effect. Those of you who know me well will know that my
preference is for the darker ales. Given a choice this is what I will go for. But Carolyn had
undertaken to deliver to all her regulars so had to try and please all tastes and preferences. This
has meant that I have had to sup all manner of ales from local breweries - Hanlons, Hunters,
Dartmoor, Skinners, Salcombe, Otter etc. I have to admit that I have really enjoyed every single
one of them. This was partly due to novelty and partly due to the excellent condition of the ales.
So I still get my daily exercise by walking through the village taking my 4 pint container to the
closed pub during the day, and I get to enjoy conversation and socialising with Carolyn every
evening, albeit sometimes a brief chat on the doorstep because of some of the dreadful weather
she has had to endure.
I cannot wait for the pubs to reopen, even if I have to sit in the garden for a few weeks. But in the
meantime I voice my heartfelt and sincere thanks to Carolyn and Woody at the Kings Arms in
South Zeal. To all the other publicans in the North Devon Branch I thank you too.
Finally, I hope all of you have been doing your bit to keep your favourite pub alive. When visitors
overwhelm Devon in the summer, just remember that our pubs need their cash too; welcome
them, encourage them to spend their money and support our pubs.
Morris Elsworth (aka Grumbledore)
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